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Project Timetable
March – May Research

June Community visits
August Draft reports:

→ Community reports
→ Repetitive loss report
→ CRS report
→ Basin-wide report

September Report feedback, revised drafts
October Final reports

October ‒ Technical assistance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to feedback from individual communities on their reports, a Scoping Meeting was held on September 3 to get the feedback from the experienced local floodplain management staffs on the basin-wide recommendations that will be summarized in this presentation.
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Presentation Notes
Each of the 12 communities received a report. The table of contents shows the breadth of topics covered. We’ll review the basin wide recommendations following the same topics.
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Floodplain Mapping
6 ‒ Corporate limits not up to date
7 ‒ Old data, should be restudied (primarily Grays Harbor County) 
Recommendations
→Pursue new maps as noted in the community reports
→Regulate to the flood of record where > BFE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summarize the bullets. Note that at the Scoping Meeting, the majority of the local floodplain management staff favored getting new FEMA maps and regulating to the flood of record where it was higher than the FEMA base flood elevation (BFE).
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Floodplain Development
Floodplain varies from 5% to 75% of the community 
6 ‒ Floodplains have significant open areas that could be developed
7 ‒ Comprehensive plans do not addresses floodplain development
5 ‒ Zoning ordinances do not have floodplain or low density uses
5 cities’ urban growth areas are mostly out of floodplain
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic statistics about the 12 communities. Some communities have programs to guide damage-prone development away from the hazard area and some have plans and zoning districts that do the opposite by encouraging higher density uses in the floodplain.
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Floodplain Development
Recommendations: three part approach
1. Preserve areas as open space using public ownership, tax 

incentives, regulations, and other means
2. When plans and zoning ordinances are up for revision, add criteria 

to guide damage-prone development away from the floodplain
3. Set effective flood protection                                                            

standards for new construction                                                                          
in the floodplain
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Presentation Notes
The reports recommended a three-part approach to minimize flood damage to new development: Keep open areas open. There are several different ways that this can be done short of outright acquisition. It is recommended that more information on these ways be provided to communities. Use land use plans and zoning to minimize the amount and types of damage-prone development in the floodplain. Only half of the 12 communities have plans and zoning that reflect the flood hazard.Set effective flood protection standards for what is built in the floodplain
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Flood Hazard Area Regulations
A community’s floodplain construction regulations can be found in its

 Flood hazard area ordinance
 Building code
 Critical areas ordinance
 Shoreline management regulations

12 ‒ Standards differ in the different ordinances
6 ‒ Regulations do not meet all current NFIP requirements

11 ‒ Regulatory provisions above NFIP criteria
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much attention in the reports is devoted to the various floodplain regulationsAll communities have flood hazard regulations, either as separate flood hazard area ordinances or as part of their critical areas ordinances. The standards differ from ordinance to ordinance in all the communities and from community to community. Half of the communities’ flood hazard area ordinances do not meet all the current criteria of the National Flood Insurance Program. At the same time most of them have a variety of provisions that exceed the NFIP minimums. 
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Flood Hazard Area Regulations
Basic NFIP standards:
→All “development” needs a permit
→Cannot obstruct flows
→New buildings protected to the BFE
→Existing buildings brought up to code                                              

if substantially improved or damaged
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me summarize what communities have to do. All communities in the National Flood Insurance Program (Napavine not yet) must ensure that these four basic criteria are met.All “development” needs a permitCannot obstruct flowsNew buildings protected to the base flood elevationExisting buildings brought up to code if substantially improved or substantially damaged
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Flood Hazard Area Regulations
Possible higher standards

September 16, 2014

→Freeboard 
→Critical facilities protection
→Cumulative substantial damage/improvements
→Floodwater storage lost to filling must be compensated
→Storage of hazardous materials

9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NFIP criteria are a lowest common denominator for the nation. Higher local standards are specifically recommended by the NFIP where they provide better protection from local hazards. The example higher standards are not the only ones that should be looked at. Communities should get together and identify those that would be most useful in the Basin and draft model ordinance language for them, so everyone would have a consistent set of standards that best fit the Basin’s flooding conditions.
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Flood Hazard Area Regulations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some higher standards can provide significant insurance premium benefitsThis graphic illustrates the insurance premium benefit of three feet of freeboard compared to the minimum NFIP criterion of building the lowest floor at the BFE. The premiums are lower because freeboard has been shown to be very effective in preventing flood damage.There is also CRS credit for higher regulatory standards. 
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Flood Hazard Area Regulations
Recommendations
→Flood Authority: 
 Sponsor a meeting to review appropriate standards
 Develop example ordinance language

→Communities:
 Bring ordinances up to NFIP requirements
 Add appropriate higher standards
 Get all regulations to be consistent
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-explanatory
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Presentation Notes
Next we move from the regulatory standards to administration of the regulations. Here is an example of a properly elevated house. Note the location of the openings, near the ground.
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Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a good number of elevated buildings we found in the area. Note the openings and the block walls. 
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Presentation Notes
This is what happens when the openings do not meet code, i.e., when water cannot get inside the crawlspace to equalize the pressures. Block walls are especially susceptible to damage from hydrostatic pressure. That’s why the NFIP requires openings to be of a certain size and located within one foot of grade level. This is just one example of what can happen when the regulations are not fully administered, which is not uncommon when permit officials don’t get much experience with floodplain construction. Most of the smaller communities in the basin only have one or two floodplain permits each year.
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Regulations Administration
Regulatory staff ranges from 1 part time to 4 full time

2 Communities’ staff have been to floodplain management training
2 Certified Floodplain Managers (CFM)

Lowest BCEGS staffing, training scores: 16% - 70%
Recommendations
→Use procedures and checklists 
→Maintain Elevation Certificates 
→Go to training
→On call assistance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not many staff members have been to floodplain management training. The Building Code Effectiveness Grading Schedule reviews communities’ regulatory standards, procedures, and staffing. Consistently across the Basin, communities’ lowest scoring in their BCEGS ratings related to staffing, training, and certification, with points ranging from as low as 16% to a high of 70% of the maximum possible score.The recommendations are pretty straight forward. The Flood Authority can play a key role by developing model procedures and checklists and sponsoring staff training. The local officials at the scoping meeting agreed that these would be very helpful. The most support came for having a floodplain management expert available to help any community. That person could review permit applications, assist in site inspections, help with enforcement issues, and advise on other floodplain management topics, such as helping with Community Rating System requirements.
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Introduction
The problem:

Repetitive Loss Data
Repetitive Loss Areas

The tools:
Regulatory Tools
Flood Control Measures
Retrofitting
Public Information

Recommendations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An additional task was to draft a strategy for dealing with repetitive losses. We started with the NFIP definition (2 claims over 10 years of > $1,000) and the NFIP list of repetitive loss properties. We plotted the affected areas and looked at four types of tools that can mitigate the problem.
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Findings
→55 repetitive flood loss areas in the Chehalis Basin
→ In cities and rural areas
→90% are subject to overbank flooding by a large river or creek
→Approximately 1,770 buildings 

o Most of the buildings are single family homes
o Most are on crawlspace or elevated foundations
o 82% are considered in “good” or “fair” condition
o 55% of the areas already have some mitigated buildings 

→These factors make elevation and retrofitting viable solutions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic statistics. The bottom line is that while there are a lot of buildings in the 55 areas, they are generally in good condition and appropriate for retrofitting, especially by elevation.
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Recommendations for Communities 
→Use all the tools:

o Regulations
o Flood control
o Retrofitting
o Public information

→Prepare repetitive loss area analyses
→Maximize measures done by property owners
→Coordinate with CRS activities
→Coordinate with outside funding support 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Repetitive loss area analyses are in-depth reviews of each repetitive loss area. They discuss alternative loss reduction measures (including flood control projects) and make recommendations on a building-by-building basis. They can receive credit under the CRS. 
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Recommendations for the Flood Authority 
The Authority has $1.5 million to address flooding losses
→Develop a master strategy with basin-wide project priorities
→Use the following criteria:

o Priority to communities that have done area analyses
o Priority to communities and property owners ready to proceed
o Ensure benefits > costs
o No retrofitting support if area slated for flood control project
o Priority to areas that have not done any mitigation

→Prepare model materials for communities to help their residents
→Provide feedback to state and federal funding agencies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The criteria are listed in the priority order recommended by the Scoping Meeting.
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100 Introduction
200 Procedures
300 Public Information Activities
400 Mapping and Regulations
500 Flood Damage Reduction 
600 Flood Warning and Response
700 Community Classification
Summary and Recommendations 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We opted to prepare a separate report on the Community Rating System.[the following can be deleted if the audience already  knows about the CRS]The CRS provides a flood insurance premium rate reduction in communities that implement flood protection activities above and beyond the minimum requirements of the National Flood Insurance Program. It is modeled on the fire insurance program:  the more the community does about the hazard, the less their residents pay for insurance. As with fire insurance, the CRS has been shown to be an incentive to keep good floodplain management programs going and to start new ones. It is administered for FEMA by the Insurance Services Office, ISO, the same people who administer the fire and building department gradings for the insurance industry.Currently, four communities in the Basin are in the CRS:  Centralia, Chehalis, Lewis County, and Thurston County.
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Costs
→Starting new activity
→ Implementing the activity
→CRS documentation 

Benefits
→Direct dollar savings
→Better organized programs
→New programs, especially public information 
→Reason to keep implementing good programs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the direct financial reward for participating in the Community Rating System, there are many other reasons to join the CRS. As FEMA and ISO staff often say, “if you are only interested in saving premium dollars, you’re in the CRS for the wrong reason.” The other benefits are more difficult to measure in dollars but have a big payoff in flood loss reduction.
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Findings
→All communities can benefit from participating

o Direct savings in flood insurance premiums
o Better organized and managed programs

→All can participate (Napavine must be in NFIP > 1 year) 
→All could be a Class 9 or better based on existing activities
→Will need a Community Assistance Visit 
→Repetitive loss communities have additional work 
→4 communities in CRS can expect changes with the 2013 Manual
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All communities in the Chehalis River Basin can benefit from participating in the CRS. There are direct dollar benefits in the form of reduced premiums and there are additional benefits that cannot be quantified that each community should consider. In many cases, they are more important than the direct dollar benefit to policy holders.Only Napavine cannot meet the participation prerequisites. Two of the prerequisites may be hard for some communities: Each new community will need a Community Assistance Visit and will need to be recognized by FEMA as in full compliance with the minimum requirements of the NFIP.Communities with repetitive loss properties would have to do some additional work as explained in the separate Repetitive Flood Loss Strategy. Without a great deal of effort, each community in the Basin could be a Class 9 or better. Because of the 2013 CRS Coordinator’s Manual, communities currently in the CRS can be expected to have different scores for the same activities they have been implementing.
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Recommendations 
→Flood Authority: 

o Sponsor a meeting of interested officials 
o Prepare model materials that can receive credit
o Help common or coordinated efforts

→Communities: 
o Learn more about the CRS
o Consider the non-quantifiable benefits
o Then decide
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Flood Authority should sponsor a meeting of interested officials from the communities in the CRS and those not yet in. The meeting would review the details of the program, credit criteria for likely activities, how to apply, and the changes in the 2013 CRS Coordinator’s Manual. CRS coordinators from the four CRS communities should discuss their experiences and recommendations.After the interested officials have received the additional information, they should decide if the benefits of the program are worth their participation.If several communities (CRS and non-CRS) are interested in doing something together or have a common concern, the Flood Authority should provide technical support and help in coordinating their efforts.
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What is the Status of Floodplain Management?
→Not bad, but could be better
→Different levels of map quality
→Different regulatory standards 
→50% need a revision to meet Federal or State regulatory standards
→Other activities exceed national norms
→Different levels of expertise
→50% have problems with administration
→All of the shortcomings can be fixed 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you asked “what is the overall status of floodplain management in the Chehalis River Basin?” our answer would be “not bad, but it could be better.” Given the flood hazard, the recent flooding, and the desire for additional state and federal assistance, the status should be better.Here’s a summation of the state of floodplain management in the Chehalis River Basin.The maps need to be corrected and updatedThere are different regulatory standards within each community and between the communities 50% of the communities need to revise their regulations to meet Federal or State regulatory standardsCommunities are implementing other activities that exceed national normsThere are different levels of expertise, but even so50% have problems with administrationThe good news is that all of the shortcomings can be fixed 
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Overall Recommendations 
→Coordinate regulatory standards (internally and with the others) 
→ Improve regulatory standards 
→Train staff 
→Provide templates, models, examples
→ Implement cooperative efforts 
→Use public information to involve property owners
→Use all the tools to reduce repetitive losses
→Provide on call assistance
→Use Authority funds and the CRS to support these efforts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a summary of our recommendationsEach community needs to coordinate its flood hazard area regulations with the standards in their building codes, critical area ordinances, etc. Communities should work together to have a common set of regulatory standards, terminology, and procedures throughout the BasinStaff should attend training and work to get certified The Flood Authority should provide templates, models, and examples so each community doesn’t have to reinvent the wheel and so consistent messages are disseminated throughout the Basin Cooperative efforts include mutual help, like Pe Ell getting building code administration from Lewis County, and Basin-wide cooperative efforts, like working with insurance agents Use public information to educate property owners on the regulations, the benefits of flood insurance, and ways to retrofit their buildings to protect them from flood damage.Use all the tools for repetitive losses:  higher regulatory standards, flood control and drainage projects, removing or retrofitting buildings, and public information On call assistance would be in the form of a floodplain management expert being available to help communities with things like floodplain permit review, site inspections, permit records, CRS records and reports, public information projects.The Flood Authority has funds for repetitive loss projects and the Community Rating System has a different kind of financial incentive to encourage higher standards, training, and loss reduction efforts. 
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